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Introduction
My name is Ceilidh Colburn, 29 and from London. Curiosity about historical
buildings and traditional architectural decorative features began long before my
first trip abroad. However it was here that my enthusiasm grew and led me to
studying Historical Building Conservation at the Building Crafts College. This is
where I graduated with a FdSc before going on to apply for the Princes
Foundation Building Crafts Apprenticeship.
The initial goal for applying for the Zibby Garnett Travelling Fellowship (ZGTF)
grant was to further my practical experience and opportunities to work abroad,
to widen my knowledge of traditional building skills internationally. I came
across the travelling fellowship whilst researching potential projects in wall
painting conservation and as a next step once my apprenticeship had finished.
While still an apprentice, I had the opportunity to attend a course on pigment,
this sparked my interest in the conservation of wall paintings. Once I had
successfully been awarded the grant from ZGTF I attended another course in
fresco painting, in preparation for my trip to Albania. I wanted to engage in
understanding the process of how the surfaces are prepared traditionally and
also the reaction of the pigment with the lime. At this stage I was keen to fully
understand the scientific process and the difference between fresco and that
which might be seco wall painting.
The purpose of this study trip was to work with Adventures in Preservation
(AiP) partaking in their wall painting conservation course, to learn the
techniques and methods of conserving wall paintings; This would be taking
place in an ottoman era tower house in the historic city of Gjirokastra, Albania.
Usually stretching 2 weeks, the course was aimed at volunteers wanting a
practical holiday experience, however once I had heard about the possibility of
receiving funding for the project I approached the managing director and asked
if I could be more involved.
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I was included in the developmental stages of the project via email and as
scheduling began it seemed that the Institute of Monuments, Tirana (IMK) were
keen to produce thorough documentation of the wall paintings during the initial
phase(Sept 2014) and for the conservation work to be carried out by
professionals in the 2nd and 3rd phases (2015). This was quite an unexpected
change to the programme and I was initially quite disappointed, I had really
hoped that by attending this course I would gain skills and learn techniques in
an area that very few conservators have opportunities to work on in the UK.
I assisted the project supervisor and in total I spent 5 weeks in Albania from the
31st August to the 2nd October 2014. The majority of this time was spent
working at the Skenduli House and also within the town of Gjirokastra. Planned
excursions included some residential sites and historical sites further south in
Albania and just over the border into Greece. I was also able at the end of my
trip to spend a few days on the coast enjoying the last of the summer and
Albania’s pristine coastline and landscapes.
ZGTF very generously contributed £2000 of the £2600 predicted cost of the trip.
This covered a huge amount including the course fee, flights and
accommodation; without this help I would not have been able to attend. I was
able to save the further costs whilst working during the spring and summer.

Figure 1: View of Gjirokastra bazaar (www.alba-tourism.com)
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Location

Albania is situated along the south-western Balkan peninsular bordering the
Adriatic and Ionian coast line, it sits above Greece, to the west is Macedonia and
shares northern borders with Kosovo and Montenegro.

Figure 2: Map of Albania (http://kids.britannica.com/comptons/art-52585/Albania)

The area of Gjirokastra was a key route of the Roman Empire, offering a
gateway to the east and during the Ottoman Empire, gateway to the south.
Regional Governor of the Ottoman Sultan, Ali Pasha of Tepelena, during the 18th
and 19th century strategically seized the city whilst expanding his territory
between his capitals of Tepelena and Ioannia. It was during Pashas reign that
the iconic fortified tower houses were built for land owners, administrative
officials and merchants. This southern part of Albania is historically important
and it is believed that civilizations had settled in the area since before 168 BC.
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The current economic state of the country is largely due to an oppressive
communist era. From 1944 to 1992 Enver Hoxha and his colleagues ruled
Albania with a repressive Stalinist regime that became increasingly isolationist
after the failure of successive international alliances. Hoxha imposed complete
self-reliance on the country when China finally cut off aid in 1978. This caused
rapid economic decline and culminated in economic and social collapse in the
early 1990s.1 However, during this last decade, things have slowly begun to
change and an influx of tourism to the Balkans has helped to bring global
acknowledgement to the countries historical heritage and magnificent
landscapes.

Organisations

I began my time in Gjirokastra working for Adventures in Preservation (AiP), a
non- profit organisation from the US who organise specialist preservation and
conservation package holidays; Connecting people and preservation through
enriching experiential programs that safeguard heritage and foster community
sustainability.2
AiP’s one and two week hands-on volunteer vacations give travellers the
opportunity to experience their destination whilst learning and applying these
skills. Volunteers help save valuable historic buildings vital to economic and
environmental sustainability of the project community. They work closely with
local governments and heritage bodies. In this case AiP’s supervisor Jennifer
O’Connell a painting conservator from Australia and myself were working with
the Institute of Monuments under the instruction of Edlira Çaushi, Director of
the Restoration and Conservation Department and local support came from
Alberti Kasi (Berti) the Director of Culture for Gjirokastra.

1

Oliver Gilkes, Felicity Booth, David Bragg, Sadi Petrela, Gjirokastra: the Essential Guide

(Tirana/Norwich: Gjirokastra Conservation and Development Organisation, 2009) p. 11
2

Our Mission, http://adventuresinpreservation.org/about/our-mission/
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I later joined the work being carried out by Cultural Heritage without Borders, a
Swedish NGO who work alongside the local community with an international
team and ‘use cultural heritage to build relations among young professionals,
creating conditions for reconciliation as a prerequisite for peace and
democracy, and to preserve traditional crafts and techniques.’3

Figure 3: Koloi House waits for tlc with roof deteriorating (CHwB, 2008)

Along the way I encountered another organization, the Gjirokastra Foundation,
formerly the Gjirokastra Conservation and Development Organization. The
town was declared a museum city under the communist regime in 1961, all
private properties were claimed by the government, but after the fall of
communism these great houses were left mostly abandoned and in a state of
disrepair. In 2001 the organisation formed, recognising the need to conserve
the local heritage and would further, in 2005, win a bid to be listed as a UNESCO
World Heritage Site, securing the recognition needed in order to promote
protection and sustainable development.
3

Regional Restoration Camps, http://chwb.org/albania/activities/rrc
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Adventures in Preservation and the Skenduli House
I arrived in Tirana, the capital of Albania on the Sunday and had time to walk
around, exploring the city a little before meeting Jennifer O’Connell who was
flying from Australia to supervise the project. After introducing ourselves at
dinner, the next morning we began the 6 hour journey together by bus, south to
Gjirokastra. We were met by Chris, a local expat, formally a volunteer of the US
Peace Corps who dedicated his time in Gjirokastra to the local community and
their heritage. We had organised our accommodation with him through Air
BnB and he turned out to be a very valuable resource concerning information
about the town.

Figure 4: Skenduli House main facade (Wouter de Rooij, 2014)

Prior to starting the project on Tuesday, we visited the site and introduced
ourselves to the Skenduli family. An initial assessment of the wall paintings of
the Skenduli house was necessary and arrangements were made for the site set
up. Berti introduced us to Kreshnik Merxhani, a local architect also working for
the Ministry of Culture who would be a key figure for local knowledge,
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communication and orientation for the project. I had the opportunity to talk
over my keen interest in the town’s built history, the traditions of local building
craft and discussed where we might find other examples of this in the town.
Monuments in Gjirokastra are designated by two categories: 1st category – of
which there are 56 monuments and 2nd category (540 monuments), while the
entire city contains around 1200 stone buildings4, this categorised system is
similar to our listed building designation here in the UK. A lack of skilled
craftspeople seemed to be a common issue; despite the town becoming a
designated museum city in the 60s, it seems the countries turmoil, due to the
rise and fall of the communist regime, has left a generation gap of masters in
building trade and this has inevitably led to the decay of these monuments. I
thoroughly enjoyed these conversations and felt a shared ethical view point in
regard to the necessity of conservation of both the buildings and traditional
craft.
I felt it was important to revise the condition report that was carried out by
AiP/CHwB in 2012 in order to indentify conservation works that have been
completed since publication; it also helped me to familiarise myself with the
building.
The wall paintings were both internal and external; the internal paintings were
located on the top floor (summer floor) in what was referred to as the
ceremonial room and generally the most important room in the house. A
traditional Turkish fireplace, a common feature of all the rooms on the floor
below (winter floor) had a floral motif painted directly onto the hood element,
its surround and two niches either side. We spent significant time carrying out
observations which I found was an incredibly beneficial tool. It really made me
think about the motifs, design and possibilities of layering, changes and
4

Kreshnik Merxhani, Elena Mamani, “Construction Materials in Historical and Monumental

Buildings-Gjirokaster”, International Students’ Conference of Civil Engineering, ISCCE 2012, 10-11
May 2012, Epoka University, Tirana, Albania, p.1
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additional designs. I made notes of these observations then alongside and under
the instruction of Jenny, I began to inspect the internal wall paintings using both
a loupe magnifier and the raking light technique with torches. This helped me
identify the layers of the paint colour which led me to draw conclusions about
the previous observations. Using this method allowed me to identify where
there might be losses, abrasions or accretions on the surface .We also made a
measured survey of the internal surface area.

Figure 5: Documentation of the fireplace at Skenduli House (Jennifer O’Connell, 2014)

Towards the end of this first week I had the opportunity to do a little research
whilst the scaffolding was being assembled and I was able to visit another
painted house in the area that had already had some conservation work done to
expose the paintings on the inside lime plaster walls. Zekate House is of a
similar arrangement structurally, but on a slightly larger scale and has no
existing external wall paintings, internally however the ceremonial room was
highly decorated. It has the same room arrangement with the Turkish fireplace
and surround elaborately painted in floral relief and designs. The surrounding
panels between windows and along the whole inside wall are also decorated in
a similar theme of floral motifs. The elevated section of this room had a hand
painted decorative wooden ceiling in colourful floral designs. This was an
impressive, breathtaking room which I spent some time appreciating and
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observing, looking for clues that may help us identify whether there might be
further unexposed painting at the Skenduli House.

Figure 6: Interior of ceremonial room at Skenduli House (Wouter de Rooij, 2014)

Figure 7: Interior of ceremonial room at Zekate House (http://www.inspirock.com, 2013)
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Week 2 & 3

The second week started off with the arrival of the team on Sunday evening,
Jenny and I had been asked to welcome them and so introduced ourselves over
dinner. Edlira Çaushi had arrived from Tirana, two volunteers had travelled
from the U.S.A. as well as the Storia Ambiente Monumento (SAM) team who had
been invited over from Italy to do a detailed laser scan of the building.
Edlira would be leading the works whilst SAM’s team would begin with the
scanning of the lower floor. Once set up, we were given a full tutorial and
demonstration on how the scanner works. The scanner begins by taking
photographs of significant areas this is assisted by the use of targets placed in
strategic locations which aid the possibility of a 360 degree match up. The laser
is set up to take scans at millimetre intervals, dependent of the level of detail
required, and then runs a course of laser points (dots) in a systematic pattern.
A 3D image collates on the screen while allowing the technicians to build an
accurate 3D representation of the room and also record all the detailed data
such as the measurements and angles. This was a lengthy process and once the
initial stage was complete the team were able to leave the scanner whilst it
scanned a room. If an obstacle was present, this required the movement of the
scanner its self, which is where the importance of the targets became clear, as
long as they stayed in the same place the scanner could make a match and
continue processing the room’s information.

Figure 8: Hunting scene documentation photo grid (Storia Ambiente Monumento, 2014)
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In order to have a systematic way of documenting the wall paintings with the
utmost detail we as a team were asked to create a legend, i.e. a colour key to
identify all types of individual differences observed within the condition of each
painting. The proposed idea was to have SAM take detailed photos to A4 scale of
the motifs and then categorise them orderly side by side into a singular gridded
image (see Figure 8). We would use the latter as an overview and the close up
photographs were printed off for the team to work from.
The recorded observations from the legend would be used to write a detailed
condition report. It was essential that all aspects of each motif were address and
documented. The legend was broken down into two sections and then had
further sub details which we used a colour key to differentiate.
1. Techniques of execution &
Surfaces to be identified
 Scratches
 Areas with uncovered paint
under limewash
 Areas which meet new plaster
work

2. State of conservation
 Cracks
 Losses
 Lifting
 Accretions
 Abrasions
 Drips
 Detached layers from substrate

The wall paintings began more than 8 meters up the external facade of the
house and so access to them was on the highest lifts of the scaffold. This was
the first time I had the opportunity to take a look at the external wall paintings.
There were areas of fading, cracking, and weathering. Other areas still had some
residual lime wash covering the motifs. The upper two floors of both sides of
the building including the returns had decorative details over the windows, and
on the top floor animals were painted at either end of each tower with floral
vases between the windows. On the return of the right tower there was a
painted element which was referred to as the hunting scene. It is possible that
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there were other larger scale scenes painted on the facade but due to age,
previous losses, weathering and turning fashions these could have been lost.
Overall I found the techniques used to carry out the documentation for the
external wall paintings much more straight forward. Detailed areas were
visually examined up close, in small sections and colour coded marks were
noted down using the legend onto the printed photos. Most areas were fairly
easy to identify with observation, but in some cases it was necessary to use a
scalpel to remove a small amount of limewash in a localised area.
Upon initial inspection of the hunting scene it was quite clear that there was
some significant bowing in the plaster work and a simple tap identified that
most of this decorative scene had come away from the substrate, along with
areas of significant cracking. A decision was made by the IMK that this needed
immediate intervention. Consolidation of the hunting scene was carried out by
making small pilot holes into the plaster, positioned to encourage even
coverage and then injected with a conservation grade material called PLM.
From what I could translate PLM is a lime based water soluble plaster adhesive
that came in powder form, mixed with water and then injected into the pilot
holes. Cotton wool was used to plug areas to stop leakage during this processes
and light pressure was applied to the area.

Figure 9: Documentation legend Figure 10: Using USB microscope (J O’Connell, 2014)
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Cultural Heritage without Borders
By the third week of working with AiP in Gjirokastra the CHwB camp had
begun. There was a real buzz around town, and the volunteers in their yellow
hard hats could be seen strolling about or posted at street corners where work
had started. Both AiP and IMK had worked with CHwB previously, so Edlira was
able to introduce me to CHwB Regional Coordinator, Leija Hadzic. We met again
later to discuss the type of work they do and how the organisation functions.
Leija offered me some practical work, and asked which project would suit me
best. I chose to get involved with the conservation of wall painting at Qamo Lani
House and was introduced to project leader and senior conservator Besfort
Axhanela. I was also invited to attend the lecture programme; some of the
lectures stood out as very relevant to the work I was undertaking, and fed my
personal interest in the subject. I chose to attend the following:
Dick Sanburg- Documentation and Analytical Sketching
Andrew Shepherd- Lime Mortars and Renders
Dragana Kojicic- Earth Architecture and Mud Plasters
Agron Doraci -Timber as Historical Material
Of all of these, the lecture on timber was my favourite. The speaker, Agron, a
local carpenter in his 70s had a wealth of knowledge. He talked though the
structural elements; horizontal, load bearing, roofing members and joints in
detail. Unfortunately many names were lost amidst the Albanian to English
translation, but he had a very good 3D slide show to illustrate. Here I discovered
the principles of the traditional room arrangement, particularly those found on
the upper floor where units are joined to one another. I was fascinated to learn
about the use of built-in furniture within a room. There seemed an almost
modern, minimalist approach, with multi-functionality and storage as common
priorities.
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Figure 11: CHwB lecture with Agron Doraci

Figure 12: Plan of interior fittings

Qamo Lani House

When I started on site at Qamo Lani the team had previously spent a week
undertaking a conservation clean of blackened stonework under the eaves and
some of the plaster work which had accumulated soot deposits from the fumes
of the internal fire. Decorative designs had been revealed by removing layers of
paint and lime wash in localised areas with a scalpel. It was interesting to see
the graduation of paint colours which had adorned the facade in previous years.
To be able to identify the decorative motif, larger sections needed to be
exposed, however in some areas along the facade this was already evident due
to the natural deterioration of the paint and plaster work. This meant that it
was not necessary to intervene and remove too much of the historical fabric.
The specification of the works outlined minimal intervention and consolidation
of extant decoration. As the finish had yet to be decided, the repairs we carried
out acted as a temporary measure.
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Figure 13: Condition survey of Qamo Lani House (CHwB, 2014)

Figure 14: Paint layers exposing original decorative design on facade of Qamo Lani House
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Due to the condition of the plasterwork consolidation work was the most vital
starting point. Besfort explained the preventative measures that needed to be
applied to the edges of the residual broken render so that losses and
deterioration would not continue. We made a mix of 50% alcohol and 50%
water which was applied to the surface edges and behind sections that had
come away from the substrate. This was done by painting on with brushes and
injecting behind natural cracks and holes as a pre-consolidant measure, the
alcohol mix opened the pores and encouraged adhesion of the consolidant mix.

Figure 15: Besfort giving practical instruction

Figure 16: Consolidation technique

The consolidant was a PVA/lime putty/water mix made up to a runny
consistency and was applied by the same method, it was important however to
be aware of the cracks and holes where the consolidant might leak out from and
not let the lime mix touch the painted surface of the render and cause bloom.
With the larger areas of loose plasterwork a combined mix of the 50/50 and
PVA/lime putty/water mix was injected and directed to flow behind in order to
cover maximum surface area of the substrate. This consolidant was left for
approximately 20 minutes to cure before mortar could be applied.
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Figure 17: Applying mortar to the edges of damaged plaster

Figure 18: Finishing coat of plaster

Figure 19: Happy team at Qamo Lani House
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Mixing the mortar, 1:1 lime putty and sand with added ceramic dust and goat
hair was a challenging experience as the tools used to mix this were traditional
and not the standard hand mix in a bucket with a trowel. Instead this mortar
was mixed in a tray with a long handled tool which you used your entire body to
combine. It was hard work but enjoyable to have a different experience of this
process. Once combined the mix was applied on top of the areas which had
received the consolidant, in order to prepare those edges for new plaster work
to butt up to and fill in between areas of missing render.
The final stage was to fill between the consolidated plasterwork, these areas of
loss received an application of a 10-15mm coat of plaster. This final mix used
3:1 sand and lime with added ceramic dust and straw. This would be the
finishing coat and using the straw was another interesting experience. In the UK
I'm only familiar with the traditional use of horse hair when working with lime
however in a lecture from Besfort, he explained that in this region of the
Balkans it was quite common to use less sand and replace it with other
materials such as husks, straw, seeds and plum stones; for example this was
quite conventional with ceilings to use a mix of 1:1:2 lime/sand/other.
This whole process was completely new to me as I had not yet worked with
plaster in this capacity, but Besfort really took his time in explaining every step
and was attentive to my initial lack of confidence. I felt fully supported
throughout the whole process and found I was able to learn quickly. He spent
time talking about traditional techniques and the use of tools. He also pointed
out that the Lime which is used throughout the Balkans is much more
unpredictable than that used in the rest of Europe; it is less inferior due to the
lack of standards for the lime cycle process. This can lead to a lot of waste but
also shows the versatility and knowledge of the local tradesmen.
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Figure 20: Qamo Lani House west facade before conservation work

Figure 21: Qamo Lani House west facade after conservation work
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Visits
I spent my time mostly 9-5 on site with either AiP or CHwB however there were
many opportunities to explore. As part of the planned programme with AiP we
had a day trip to visit the wondrous ruins of Butrint, a prehistoric settlement
with building examples dating from the 7th Century BC Greek colony to the
occupation of the Venetians until the late 14th Century, I was in awe walking
around this fascinating world heritage site and felt pleasantly connected when
stumbling upon the ruined craftsman village.
I had entry to other houses in the town to observe and analyse previous
conservation works made over the last few years. It was a huge pleasure for me
to go, in some cases, into private homes to look at the different types of
decorative elements and I was totally surprised by the individuality of each one.
Kikino House was worked on by CHwB during their 8th & 9th Camps — the
project was to consolidate the plaster wall on the ‘moon balcony’ by cleaning
exterior layers and injecting plaster fill into cracks. In doing so they discovered
and ‘revealed previously unknown fresco paintings, strengthened [the] wall
surface’5. These frescos are concentrated in a very small space but are
impressively detailed.
Babameto House now houses the Gjirokastra Foundation office. It is a great
example of how the restoration camps can save deteriorating built heritage. The
house has been fully restored with honest repairs throughout. As the only youth
hostel in the town, the many roomed house serves a vital function within the
community. It not only accommodates the students of the biannual restoration
camps, but helps to further tourism in the town.

5

Lejla Hadžić, Jonathan Eaton, Regional Restoration Camp: Camp Guide (Tirana: CHwB Regional
Office, 2014)
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Clockwise from top left Figure 22: Kikino House wall paintings, Figure 23: Babaramo
House example of interior decoration, Figure 24: Traditional ottoman ceiling rose at
Genti Mizeri’s workshop, Figure 25: Honest timber repairs at Babameto House
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Babaramo House was particularly interesting; I turned up uninvited with Chris,
as he was keen to show me the plaster work in the ceremony room. Monda
Jaho, the owner was more than happy to show me around and the room itself
was gorgeously decorated. The usual hooded Turkish fireplace was replaced by
a suggestive intaglio design. Other rooms displayed hidden decorative
paintwork, on the lower floor layers of dark varnish covered painted wood
panels and there were even small motifs painted in the lower kitchen area.
I also had the pleasure of meeting local carpenter Genci Mizeri in his workshop.
He had produced the decorative elements for the recently restored Kalemi
hotel. He showed me what he was currently working on and guided me though
the sawdust to a beautiful traditional Ottoman carved ceiling rose which he was
putting together. I asked whether he might be looking for an apprentice, but
sadly I was unable to persuade him to let me do a bit of carving. Later I met his
family, and we made a toast with the local grape brandy “Raki”. “So when are
you coming back?” he joked.
Having made friends with some non-locals who were keen to explore, we took a
few trips out and about to towns and historic ruins and as far afield as Vikos
National Park in Greece. The park has a substantial gorge that runs
approximately 10km and beneath it a seasonal river, the views were
spectacular and seemed infinite. We stopped in Megalo Papigo, one of only two
villages within the national park. Inhabitants live in small stone houses and
welcome hikers and mountaineers year round in a very traditional manner.
There were an abundance of places to eat out, so despite having an apartment
with a kitchen Jenny and I would regularly meet up with colleges and new
friends in the Bazaar to eat. Food was very affordable and I found the local
cuisine exceptionally tasty. A meal would rarely cost more than £5 and would
usually include a full range of dishes. A typical snack that became addictive was
‘burek’ a spinach and or meat/cheese filo pastry would cost as little as 30 Lek
(15p). There was a great local market with fresh local produce held weekly
down in new town and during my stay I was fortunate to experience the end of
24

fig season where the locals did their best to utilise the surplus amounts of figs
ripening.

Figure 26: Keen explorers at Vikos National Park (Wouter de Rooij, 2014)

Figure 27: Butrint National Park

Figure 28: Room with a view in Himare on
the coast of Albania
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Conclusion
Overall this trip exceeded my expectations and since returning the satisfaction
from both the experience and my achievements have stayed with me. There
were times I felt unsure about my purpose and had feelings of frustration
towards the lack of practical instruction, particularly early on. However, this
initial stage of the project became an essential tool; I am thankful for the lessons
in patience and can now better appreciate the importance of documentation. I
learnt that observation can give you some valuable insight when written or
visual records may not be available. By spending time simply observing the
paint on the fireplace I was able to identify a possible 3 decorative schemes.
I really wanted to make the most of the opportunity. As my time unfolded I was
able to successfully take my initial frustrations and direct them toward a
positive outcome. I was fortunate to have support from my supervisor with this
issue and had a significant conversation with Chris Hassler about it. I then felt
confident to approach Cultural Heritage without Borders. I definitely felt that
assertive communication really led to opportunity and in this case I was able to
join a lime plaster project at an ideal time.
The journey to Albania has most importantly given me confidence. Prior to my
trip I had only hoped that work of this nature existed. I now know where to go
to find it and how to pursue it. I discovered that I have the ability to
communicate despite language barriers and an unfamiliar cultural setting, and I
gained a greater understanding of the structure of these types of projects. I
particularly valued seeing how government bodies and non profit organisations
worked together.
The contacts I was able to acquire will likely assist me with the possibility of
returning in the future and hopefully in a different role - knowing that showing
commitment and interest is a profitable quality for future opportunities.
It is difficult to know what to expect before arrival but thorough planning is the
key and then open mindedness to adapt to the situation you are in and to utilise
26

any resources which might lead to a fuller experience. Ultimately I have gained
experience in working on over 200 year old wall paintings. Without a doubt,
having the fellowship has lead to an improved outlook and the possibility on an
international career in conservation.

Figure 29: The traditional Albanian Qifqi
qQQQifqiQifqiQifqiapleAlbanian cuisine
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